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Background and Objective: We aim to summarize and discuss the literature on intensity-modulated 
proton therapy (IMPT) in head and neck cancer and elucidate its benefits and limitations in a clinical setting. 
Head and neck cancer treatment involves a multi-disciplinary approach, with radiation therapy playing an 
integral role. Historically, photon therapy techniques, such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), 
have been utilized to manage head and neck cancer. In recent years, proton therapy has grown in popularity 
as a potential radiotherapy to provide favorable outcomes and limit toxicities in an aging patient population. 
The physical properties of protons provide a dosimetric advantage, where protons are deposited at a narrow 
range of tissue depth, termed the “Bragg peak”. Localization of the Bragg peak onto the desired target 
volume and the minimal to no exit dose of protons limit healthy tissue radiation. IMPT is the most recently 
developed delivery method of delivering protons, where it uses a pencil beam manipulated by magnets. In 
hopes to improve treatment outcomes and reduce toxicities, studies on IMPT have gained traction in its role 
in treating head and neck cancers. including oropharyngeal, nasopharyngeal, and sinonasal cancer.
Methods: To adequately review the literature on IMPT in head and neck cancer, we conducted a PubMed 
search using the following search syntax: ((“intensity-modulated proton therapy” OR “IMPT” OR “pencil 
beam scanning” OR “scanning beam proton therapy”) AND “head and neck cancer”). No timeframe filters 
were selected. Articles reported on clinical trial results in English were included in the study.
Key Content and Findings: In this narrative review, we discuss the distinction in the properties of 
protons and the differences in treatment planning and delivery compared to photon therapy. We explore the 
clinical outcomes and toxicities of IMPT in the treatment of oropharyngeal, nasopharyngeal, sinonasal, re-
irradiation, and unilateral head and neck cancer. 
Conclusions: We highlight the promising outcomes and limited toxicities in utilizing IMPT for head and 
neck cancer treatment. Ongoing clinical trials are essential for elucidating the acute and long-term benefits 
of this radiation modality. 
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Introduction

Head and neck cancer management involves a multi-
disciplinary approach with radiation therapy as an essential 
treatment modality. Patients’ treatment options include 
single-modality surgery or radiation therapy, or surgery 
with adjuvant radiation with or without chemotherapy (1). 
The utilization of radiation therapy aims to improve overall 
survival (OS) and locoregional control (LRC); however, 
it is essential to limit adverse effects and improve the 
quality of life (QoL) of patients. More than two decades 
ago, implementing intensity-modulated radiation therapy 
(IMRT) enhanced radiation precision to targets while 
limiting the radiation dose to nearby structures, significantly 
reducing toxicities. Despite improvements, the inherent 
physical properties of photons still expose healthy tissue, 
leading to chronic toxicities that affect QoL (2). A novel 
radiation therapy was necessary for dose escalation while 
minimizing radiation to non-targeted tissue.

Physicist Robert Wilson originally proposed using 
proton therapy to target small volumes in 1946, and 
approximately a decade later, patients began treatment 
with proton therapy (3-5). The emergence of this particle 
therapy has theoretical benefits over photon therapy. In 
comparison to photons, proton therapy has little to no 
exit dose. Most of the heavy, charged proton particles 
deposit the radiation dose at a narrow range of tissue depth, 
called the “Bragg peak”. Localizing the Bragg peak to the 
selected tumor volume with minimal to no exit dose beyond 
the specified depth would significantly reduce toxicities 
and improve patients’ QoL. Intensity-modulated proton 
therapy (IMPT) is a mode of proton delivery that utilizes a 
pencil beam manipulated by electromagnetic radiation (6). 
While IMPT has expanded the therapeutic window and 
offers promising results, its utilization has been previously 
restricted by its costly expenses and limited availability. 
However, IMPT has become more prevalent in treating 
head and neck cancer as its accessibility and affordability 
have improved over the past decade.

In this review of IMPT in head and neck cancer, we 
aim to summarize recent developments in treatment 
planning and delivery and present clinical outcomes 
and toxicities based on head and neck cancer subsites. 
Limitations and future directions of IMPT in head and 
neck cancer will also be assessed. We present the following 
article in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting 
checklist (available at https://tro.amegroups.com/article/
view/10.21037/tro-22-8/rc).

Methods

This review is not an attempt to complete a systematic 
review of IMPT; instead, we aim to summarize the 
literature on IMPT in head and neck cancer. To adequately 
review the literature, we conducted a PubMed search using 
the following search syntax: ((“intensity-modulated proton 
therapy” OR “IMPT” OR “pencil beam scanning” OR 
“scanning beam proton therapy”) AND “head and neck 
cancer”). Additional search terms were included to specify 
individual anatomical sites (e.g., “oropharyngeal cancer” 
or “nasopharyngeal cancer”). Only studies published in 
English were selected for review. No timeframe filters were 
selected. The search was conducted on October 8, 2021, 
by one author (N.M.) (Table 1). Identification of current 
clinical trials was conducted by searching ClinicalTrials.gov 
using the terms “head and neck cancer” AND “intensity-
modulated proton therapy” OR “IMPT”. Trials that were 
terminated, completed, withdrawn, or have an unknown 
status were omitted from our selection (7).

Treatment planning and delivery

IMPT planning is distinct from IMRT due to the 
differences in their physical properties. The heavier mass 
of protons limits the scattering angle, leading to a more 
defined distribution of the radiation dose. Localizing the 
Bragg peak to a selected range permits a sharp dose increase 
to the target with a virtually nonexistent exit dose. Figure 1  
illustrates a comparison of IMPT and IMRT plans and 
the substantial organ sparing achieved in the IMPT plans. 
Tumors are three-dimensional and heterogeneous, varying 
in tissue type and thickness; therefore, a spread-out Bragg 
peak (SOBP) is utilized to cover the entire tumor volume. 
Significantly, SOBP affects the entrance dose into the 
skin, leading to skin toxicities that are exacerbated with 
superficial tumors (8). 

Compared to photons, protons are more affected by 
the tissue it transverses (9). A considerable challenge for 
planning proton therapy is accounting for variables that 
shift the location of the Bragg peak. Any shifts in localizing 
the Bragg peak may lead to insufficient dose to tumor 
targets and toxicities from irradiating normal tissue. Factors 
that may impact Bragg peak localization are artifacts (e.g., 
dental or surgical hardware); air space in cavities (e.g., 
air-filled sinuses or oral cavity); and patient’s anatomical 
fluctuations (e.g., tumor shrinkage, weight change, 
or daily variations in patient positioning). Therefore, 

https://tro.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tro-22-8/rc
https://tro.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tro-22-8/rc
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Figure 1 Comparison plans using IMRT and IMPT. (A) 21-year-old male with EBV+ cT4N2 nasopharyngeal carcinoma with cranial nerve 
V3 invasion and bilateral level II–III cervical lymph node metastases; (B) 48-year-old female with HPV+ cT4N2 nasopharyngeal carcinoma 
with cavernous sinus invasion, cranial nerve V2/V3/VI palsy and bilateral level II lymph node metastases. In both cases IMPT plans 
significantly spare oral cavity, mandible, larynx and parotid (not shown) in comparison to IMRT plans. IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy; IMPT, intensity-modulated proton therapy; EBV, Epstein Barr virus; HPV, human papillomavirus.

Table 1 Summary of narrative review search strategy 

Items Specification

Date of search October 8, 2021

Databases and other sources searched PubMed

Search terms used “Intensity-modulated proton therapy” OR “IMPT” OR “pencil beam scanning” OR “scanning 
beam proton therapy” AND “head and neck cancer”

Timeframe No timeframe restrictions were utilized

Inclusion and exclusion criteria Articles reported on clinical trial results in English were included in the study

Selection process Author N.M. conducted the search independently

Any additional considerations, if applicable Additional search terms were included to specify individual anatomical sites

treatment plans should consist of short, reliable beam 
paths that avoid tissue inhomogeneity, such as the mouth, 
spinal cord, salivary glands, and other critical structures. 
Furthermore, automated adaptive replanning techniques 
are integral in considering patient anatomy fluctuations 
(10-12). Adaptive radiotherapy requires rescanning and 
replanning during treatment to account for these changes in 

anatomy. In comparison to IMRT, IMPT is more sensitive 
to anatomical variations due to the sharp dose drop-off, 
especially at different tissue types. This requires more 
frequent assessments to determine the need for adaptive 
radiotherapy. Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) 
is one of the strategies implemented to overcome this 
limitation in IMPT, where daily positioning and anatomical 

IMRT plan

IMPT plan IMPT plan

IMRT plan
BA
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fluctuations are tracked (10). 
There are two primary modes to delivery proton 

therapy: passive-scatter protons therapy (PSPT) or IMPT. 
PSPT utilizes scattering foils shaped by customizing the 
field aperture, proton beamline, and range compensator to 
target the three-dimensional tumor. IMPT, also known as 
“pencil-beam scanning” or “active scanning”, is the most 
recent advancement of delivering proton therapy. IMPT 
utilizes multiple scanning magnets from different directions 
that precisely guide the proton beams to target the desired 
three-dimensional volume. IMPT is more advantageous 
than PSPT in treating head and neck cancer due to the 
increased flexibility in targeting complex, irregularly 
shaped tumors. When planning with IMPT, the patient’s 
treatment plans can be personalized by either using separate 
proton beams (single-field optimization) or proton beams 
synchronously (multiple-field optimization) to target the 
tumor. Compared to single-field optimization, multiple-
filed optimization permits intensity modulation and a 
higher degree of conformality, allowing for radiation dose 
deposition at the intended target and not healthy tissue (13). 
Overall, IMPT has been demonstrated to have dosimetric 
advantages and fewer adverse effects than PSPT (14,15).

Clinical outcomes and toxicities with IMPT in 
head and neck cancer

Oropharyngeal cancer (OPC)

Radiation therapy is an integral component of managing 
OPC in the definitive and adjuvant settings alongside 
chemotherapy and surgery. IMRT has been successfully 
used to treat OPC with reduced adverse effects (e.g., 
dysphagia and xerostomia); however, toxicities remain high 
in the setting of concurrent chemoradiation (16). As the 
incidence of HPV-positive OPC increases among younger, 
healthier populations, it becomes of increased importance 
to reduce chronic toxicities and improve QoL as patients 
are expected to live longer after cancer treatment (17). Due 
to the physical properties of photon therapy, surrounding 
oropharyngeal and nasopharyngeal healthy tissue are 
inappropriately radiated. Conversely, proton therapy can 
be utilized to limit irradiation of normal tissue; thereby, 
reducing the radiation-related toxicities and improving 
QoL in OPC patients.

The first prospective trial of OPC patients treated with 
proton therapy was conducted by Slater et al., where they 
reported that the 29 patients with locally advanced OPC 

tolerated photon therapy with concomitant proton boost 
had an LRC rate of 84% and only three patients (11%) had 
late grade 3 toxicities (18). Gunn and colleagues reported 
favorable disease control among the 50 OPC patients (98% 
HPV+) treated with IMPT. With a median follow-up of 
29 months, LRC was 92%, and the most common grade 
3 toxicities were acute mucositis (58%) and late dysphagia 
(12%), and no reported grade 4 or 5 toxicities. Of note, 
chemotherapy treatment regimes varied considerably (19). 
In a separate study comparing the same 50 OPC patients, 
Blanchard and colleagues performed a 2:1 case-matched 
analysis with 100 patients treated with IMRT and 50 OPC 
patients treated with IMPT. Both treatment groups had 
favorable disease control OS and progression-free survival 
(PFS) with no statistically significant difference. However, 
IMPT was associated with a significant decrease in severe 
(grade 3) weight loss at 3-month follow-up (OR 0.44; 95% 
CI: 0.19–1.0) and 12-month follow-up (OR 0.23; 95% CI: 
0.07–0.73) (20). The reduced toxicities noted among OPC 
patients treated with IMPT are likely due to the reduction in 
irradiation to the healthy structures located in the oral cavity, 
salivary glands, larynx, and esophagus (21). An additional 1:1 
case-matched analysis comparing 25 IMPT and 25 IMRT 
OPC patients reported lower radiation doses to surrounding 
healthy tissue, but additional assessments are required to 
establish the clinical significance on adverse effects (21). 

Aljabab and colleagues conducted a retrospective study 
of 46 OPC patients treated with IMPT and demonstrated 
an LRC, PFS, and OS of 100%, 93.5%, and 95.7%, 
respectively (22). The median follow-up for this study 
was 19.2 months, so the favorable outcomes should be 
interpreted with caution. In a study comparing patient-
reported outcomes between OPC patients treated with 
chemotherapy and IMPT (n=35) and IMRT (n=46), IMPT 
patients had a lower prevalence of changes in taste and 
appetite (P<0.048). However, it is noteworthy to mention 
there were statistically significant differences between the 
clinical T status, induction chemotherapy frequencies, and 
average radiation dose between the two groups (23). An 
additional study compared the QoL using prospectively 
collected patient-reported outcome surveys for OPC 
patients treated with adjuvant IMPT (n=31) or IMRT 
(n=33). Patients treated with IMPT had significantly 
less radiation to normal structures than IMRT, and 
these dosimetric differences were reflected in the better 
scores in QoL questionnaires, such as significantly less  
xerostomia (24). In a comparison of 103 IMPT to 429 
IMRT OPC patients, the rates of moderate-severe 
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Table 2 Ongoing clinical trials investigating IMPT in head and neck cancer 

Status NCT number Official study title Locations Inclusion criteria
Study 
interventions

Primary endpoints

Recruiting NCT01893307 Phase II/III Randomized 
Trial of Intensity-Modulated 
Proton Beam Therapy (IMPT) 
Versus Intensity-Modulated 
Photon Therapy (IMRT) for the 
Treatment of Oropharyngeal 
Cancer of the Head and Neck

MDACC, Mayo 
Clinic, UF Health, 
NMH, UMD, 
MGH, UPHS, UW

SCC of oropharynx 
(AJCC v7 Stage III–IV)

Randomized 
to IMRT or 
IMPT

Rates of late grade 
3–5 toxicity between 
90 days and 2 years 
post-RT

Recruiting NCT03164460 Phase II Randomized Trial 
of Stereotactic Onco-
Ablative Reirradiation Versus 
Conventionally Fractionated 
Conformal Radiotherapy for 
Patients With Small Inoperable 
Head and Neck Tumors 
(SOAR-HN)

MDACC Recurrent HNC or 
second primary HNC 
and have previously 
received at least 30 Gy 
for HNC 

Randomized 
to SBRT or 
IMRT/IMPT

2-year rate of grade 
3 or higher toxicity 
at 2 years post-RT

Recruiting NCT03981068 DAHANCA 37 A Phase II 
Study of Intensity Modulated 
Proton Therapy (IMPT) for Re-
irradiation With Curative Intent 
for Recurrent or New Primary 
Head and Neck Cancer

Danish Head and 
Neck Cancer 
Group

Recurrent HNC or 
second primary HNC 
and have previously 
received RT

Re-irradiation 
IMPT

Any new grade  
≥3 toxicity within  
3 years post-RT

Recruiting NCT03513042 Early Response Evaluation 
of Proton Therapy by PET-
imaging in Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma Located in the 
Head and Neck

Holland Proton 
Therapy Center

Primary unresected 
invasive HNSCC

IMPT 3-year local 
recurrence-free 
survival

Not yet 
recruiting

NCT05075980 HEADLIGHT: Hypofractionated 
Proton Therapy for Head and 
Neck Cancers

Mayo Clinic Non-HPV HNC IMPT 2-year local/regional 
failure rate 

Data was acquired from ClinicalTrials.gov, see methods section for details (7). IMPT, intensity-modulated proton therapy; MDACC, MD 
Anderson Cancer Center; UF Health, University of Florida Health Proton Therapy Institute; NMH, Northwestern Memorial Hospital; UMD, 
University of Maryland; MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; UPHS, University of Pennsylvania Health System; UW, University of 
Washington; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; AJCC, American Joint Committee of Cancer; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; 
RT, radiation therapy; HNC, head and neck cancer; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy; HPV, human papillomavirus; HNSCC, head 
and neck squamous cell carcinoma. 

xerostomia were similar up to 18 months after treatment; 
however, it became less common in the IMPT group at 
18–24 months (6% vs. 20%; P=0.025) and the differences 
between groups were maintained at 24–36 months (6% vs. 
20%; P=0.01) (25).

Reduction in radiation-related adverse events has 
become increasingly crucial as HPV-related OPC cases 
increase among younger, healthier patients. These patients 
have favorable outcomes and are expected to live longer, so 
reducing chronic toxicities should be emphasized. Clinical 
trials should further evaluate the efficacy and decrease in 

adverse events among OPC treated with IMPT. An ongoing 
randomized clinical study comparing IMRT vs. IMPT in 
oropharynx cancer is the phase II/III trial NCT01893307 
(Table 2). The study aims to compare the cumulative 
incidence of grade ≥3 toxicities, QoL, OS, and PFS 
between the two radiotherapies following the treatment of 
oropharyngeal tumors.

Nasopharyngeal cancer

Traditionally, locoregionally advanced nasopharyngeal 
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carcinoma (NPC) is treated with radiation with or without 
chemotherapy. Radiation delivery to the nasopharynx 
becomes challenging due to limiting radiation to nearby 
critical structures, including major salivary glands, 
pharyngeal constrictors, brain stem, cranial nerves, and 
spinal cord. Compared to conventional radiotherapy, 
IMRT has been successfully used to adequately radiate 
NPCs and decrease the dose to normal tissue, resulting in 
reduced toxicities and improved QoL (26,27). Although 
IMRT has been demonstrated to reduce radiation to 
proximal structures, the nature of photons still leads to 
increased radiation dose to normal tissue. IMRT has been 
demonstrated to be inadequate in treating subsets of NPC, 
such as T4 tumors, Epstein Barr virus (EBV) negative 
tumors, and locoregional recurrent tumors after initial 
radiotherapy (28-30). Given the physical properties of 
proton therapy, IMPT offers an alternative treatment for 
dose-escalation while sparing nearby healthy tissue. 

Chan et al. were the first to report the clinical outcomes 
of 23 locally advanced NPC patients treated with combined 
photon and proton therapy in a phase 2 trial. With a 
median follow-up of 28 months, the patients had favorable 
outcomes and had disease-free survival (DFS), local control 
(LC), and OS rates of 90%, 100%, and 100%, respectively. 
The most common grade 3 toxicities were hearing loss 
(29%) and weight loss (38%), while no grade 3 xerostomia 
was observed. Furthermore, no grade 4 or 5 toxicities were 
reported (31). Holliday and colleagues conducted a 1:2 case-
matched analysis comparing 10 IMPT and 20 IMRT NPC 
patients. They noted a lower prevalence of gastrostomy 
tube (G-tube) placement among IMPT patients (20% vs. 
65%, P=0.02), likely due to the attributed to a lower dose of 
radiation to the oral cavity. Two patients in the IMRT group 
and two patients in the IMPT group developed temporal 
lobe necrosis (TLN) (32). Jiří and colleagues reported low 
G-tube placement rates (10%) among the 40 NPC patients 
treated with IMPT. The reported two-year OS, DFS, and 
LC were 80%, 75%, and 84%, respectively. One patient 
(2%) developed grade ≥3 TLN (33). At Memorial Sloan 
Kettering, a retrospective review was completed with  
28 IMPT and 49 IMRT patients. IMPT patients developed 
less grade 2 or higher acute toxicities (OR =0.15, P=0.01). 
To address potential biases of retrospective studies, a 
propensity score match of the NPC patients was conducted 
to balance those treated with IMPT (n=24) and IMRT 
(n=24). The 2-year PFS in the IMPT and IMRT groups 
were 95.7% and 76.7% (P=0.14), respectively, and the 
locoregional failure-free survival rates were 100% and 

86.2% (P=0.08), respectively. Grade ≥3 toxicities, such 
as TLN, osteoradionecrosis, or radiation-induced optic 
neuropathy were not observed (34).

IMPT is an alternative radiotherapy to treat NPC with 
favorable treatment outcomes and reductions in toxicities. 
Prospective clinical trials are essential to confirm and 
further evaluate the clinical benefits of IMPT in treating 
NPC patients. Several clinical trials are being conducted to 
investigate the efficacy of IMPT in treating a variety of head 
and neck cancer, including NPC (Table 2). More evidence is 
needed to elucidate whether late toxicities, such as TLN and 
osteoradionecrosis, are reduced in patients treated with IMPT.

Sinonasal cancer

Most primary sinonasal cancers have favorable outcomes 
when treated with surgery and adjuvant radiation with 
or without chemotherapy. In advanced sinonasal disease, 
surgery may lead to facial disfiguration and neovascular 
injury due to the complex anatomy involving the paranasal 
sinuses and nasal cavity and its adjacency to critical 
organs (35). For unresectable sinonasal tumors, definitive 
chemoradiation is the preferred treatment. Based on 
evidence from dosimetry studies, IMPT is superior to 
IMRT in avoiding radiation to critical structures (36-38). 
The application of proton therapy in a clinical setting has 
demonstrated reduced dose to proximal structures and 
fewer toxicities (39-42).

In one of the most extensive studies supporting proton 
therapy in head and neck cancer, Patel and colleagues 
conducted a meta-analysis and systematic review of  
41 observational studies, comparing the outcomes of 
paranasal and nasal cavity cancer patients. From the  
43 cohorts included, 286 patients were treated with charged 
particle therapy, and 1,186 were treated with photon 
therapy. In the subgroup analysis comparing proton therapy 
and IMRT, proton therapy had significantly greater LC 
(RR =1.26, P=0.011) at the longest follow-up and DFS (RR 
=1.44, P=0.045) at 5-year follow-up. Although potential 
biases (e.g., selection and publication bias) are inherent 
when performing a meta-analysis, this study still portrays 
strong evidence supporting proton therapy in paranasal and 
nasal cavity cancer patients (43). In a retrospective study at 
Memorial Sloan Kettering, 86 sinonasal cancer patients were 
treated with 3D conformal proton technique (3DCPT) (n=40, 
47%) or IMPT (n=46, 53%), and outcomes were compared 
for radiation-naïve and re-radiation cohorts. Compared to 
3DCPT, radiation-naïve patients treated with IMPT had 
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significantly better LC (91% versus 72%, P<0.01) (44). 
The literature is limited in the long-term outcomes of 

sinonasal tumors treated with IMPT. The ongoing clinical 
trials are needed to bolster evidence of IMPT’s ability 
to improve clinical outcomes and lower toxicities among 
sinonasal cancer patients (Table 2). 

Unilateral head and neck irradiation

Head and neck cancers may be limited to only one side and 
are not involved with midline structures, such as salivary 
gland, oral cavity, oropharynx, and skin tumors. IMPT is 
an excellent radiotherapy alternative to IMRT in unilateral 
head and neck tumors due to the minimal to no exit dose 
that spares normal tissue (45). 

In a comparison between IMPT and volumetric-
modulated arc therapy (VMAT) for treatment of ipsilateral 
tonsil and salivary gland cancers, IMPT was associated 
with decreased dose to organs-at-risk and less deterioration 
in patient-reported outcomes, including pain, swallowing 
function, dry mouth, sticky saliva, sensory change, cough, 
speech, feeling ill, and social eating (46). Holliday and 
colleagues reported on the outcomes of 16 adenoid cystic 
carcinoma treated with postoperative IMPT. Median follow-
up was 24.9 months, and LC was 93.8%. Four patients 
experienced acute grade 3 toxicities (i.e., dermatitis =3 and 
oral mucositis =1), and one patient developed a chronic 
grade 4 optic nerve disorder (47). Zakeri et al. conducted a 
retrospective review to investigate the outcomes of major 
salivary gland tumors (MSGTs) treated with proton therapy. 
Patients were treated with either uniform scanning or 
IMPT. Overall, MSGTs treated with protons had 3-year 
LRC, PFS, and OS rates of 95.1% (95% CI: 89.9–100%), 
80.7% (95% CI: 70.2–92.7%), and 96.1% (95% CI: 
90.9–100%), respectively (48). Another retrospective study 
evaluating proton therapy in MSGTs was conducted by 
Chuong and colleagues. Of the 105 patients included, 35 
(33.3%) were treated with IMPT, and 70 (66.6%) were 
treated with uniform scanning. Toxicities were grouped in 
both radiotherapies, and the acute grade 2 or higher adverse 
events were nausea (1.5%), dysgeusia (4.8%), xerostomia 
(7.6%), mucositis (10.5%), and dysphagia (10.5%) (49). 
Hanania et al. identified 72 MSGT patients—53 (74%) of 
whom were treated with IMPT—and reported the 2-year 
LC and OS rates of 96% and 89%, respectively. The most 
common toxicity grade-3 was radiation dermatitis (21%), 
with no late-grade ≥3 adverse events were observed (50). 

Clinical outcomes with IMPT utilization for unilateral 

head and neck cancer treatment have limited literature. 
Most studies cited in this section have included IMPT in 
their analysis of proton therapy, but minimal data includes 
the outcomes and toxicities of IMPT in isolation. Further 
studies are needed to compare IMPT with IMRT to treat 
unilateral head and neck cancer (Table 2).

Re-irradiation for recurrent head and neck cancer

Some patients treated definitively for head and neck cancer 
develop disease recurrence, requiring salvage therapy 
to control the tumor and prevent local, regional death, 
leading to declines in QoL and eventually death. Salvage 
therapy may consist of surgical resection followed by re-
irradiation or re-irradiation alone. Challenges arise when 
radioresistant tumors require higher doses of radiation for 
disease control, but delivering a higher dose is limited by 
the irradiated healthy tissue from prior treatment. Based on 
its physical properties, proton therapy has been utilized for 
recurrent head and neck cancer to escalate radiation dose 
while avoiding dose overlap to nearby structures, thereby 
reducing radiation-related toxicities. 

In the first multi-institutional clinical retrospective 
review on proton therapy in recurrent head and neck cancer, 
Romesser and colleagues identified 92 patients re-irradiated 
with proton therapy. The proton beam delivery method 
was uniform scanning beams. Median follow-up was 13.3 
months among surviving patients and 10.4 months for all 
patients. The 1-year rates of locoregional failure, distant 
metastasis free survival (DMFS), and OS were 25.1%, 
84.0%, and 65.2%, respectively. Acute grade toxicities were 
mucositis (9.9%), dysphagia (9.1%), esophagitis (9.1%), and 
dermatitis (3.3%). Two patient deaths were reported due 
to treatment-related bleeding, demonstrating the risk of 
vascular injury with reirradiation to nearby structures (51). 

Compared to other IMRT and other modes of proton 
delivery, IMPT has limited data on the outcomes of 
recurrent head and neck cancer treated with re-irradiation 
due to the novelty of pencil-beam delivery. Phan et al. 
reported on the outcomes and toxicities of 60 head and 
neck cancer patients re-irradiated with PSPT (n=15, 
25%) or IMPT (n=45, 75%). The median follow-up was  
13.6 months, and the 1-year rates of locoregional failure-
free survival, OS, PFS, and DMFS were 68.4%, 83.8%, 
60.1%, and 74.9%, respectively. Acute grade 3 toxicities 
were experienced in 18 patients (30%) and 13 patients (22%) 
needed a feeding tube. The authors reported that three 
patients may have died from reirradiation-related adverse 
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events (52). In a retrospective review of patients with 
unresectable, previously irradiated head and neck tumors,  
30 patients were re-irradiated with IMPT. The median 
follow-up was 21 months, and the median OS was  
16 months. The 1-year LC, PFS, and OS rates were 52.6%, 
21.9%, and 73.4%, respectively, and the 2-year LC, PFS, 
and OS rates were 21.0%, 10.9%, and 8.4%, respectively. 
Acute grade 3 toxicity was reported in one patient only, 
while late severe toxicities were reported in 5 cases (16.6%), 
including three cases of radiation-induced necrosis, one 
case of trismus, and one death from carotid bleeding, due 
to carotid blowout syndrome (53). In a disease-specific 
retrospective review, previously irradiated, recurrent NPC 
patients (n=17) treated with IMPT had an 18-month OS 
and LC rates of 54.4% and 66.6%, respectively. Acute 
≥ grade 3 toxicities were not reported. Late ≥ grade 3 
toxicities were reported in 23.5% of patients, including 
hearing impairment (17.6%) as the most frequent (54).

Based on evidence in recent years, IMPT appears to have 
relatively limited radiation-related toxicities and acceptable 
outcomes compared to the historical use of photon 
therapy. However, acute and late adverse events remain 
frequent, highlighting the ongoing challenge of toxicity in 
reirradiation in any radiation therapy modality. Vascular 
and soft tissue complications are a concern for patients 
re-irradiated and strong considerations should be made 
in balancing tumor control with the risk of toxicities that 
may heavily impact morbidity. Prospective clinical trials 
with IMPT directly compared to other radiation therapy 
modalities are needed to assess further the dosimetric 
benefits of IMPT and its improvement on clinical outcomes 
and toxicities. The Danish Head and Neck Cancer group is 
conducting a phase II trial, NCT03981068, of re-irradiation 
with IMPT for recurrent head and neck cancer (Table 2).

Limitations

A limitation in comparing outcomes and toxicities across 
groups within retrospective trials is the confounding 
variables that are not controlled. More specifically, 
variations in the chemotherapy regime between IMPT and 
IMRT groups may serve as confounders when analyzing 
patient outcomes. For example, one study had statistically 
significant differences in induction chemotherapy between 
the IMPT (74.3%) and the IMRT (23.9%) (23). Therefore, 
randomized controlled trials are necessary for effectively 
evaluating differences in IMPT and IMRT. 

For more than two decades, proton therapy has been 

utilized clinically to treat cancer. The significant investment 
spent in building and operating proton centers have led to 
higher costs for patients when treated with IMPT compared 
to IMRT. The limited evidence suggesting IMPT is cost-
effective leads to insurance companies rarely providing full 
coverage, leaving patients with high out-of-pocket costs (55). 
In a systematic review of proton therapy’s cost-effectiveness, 
proton therapy was consistently more expensive than 
photon therapy; however, in some head and neck cancer 
cohorts, proton therapy exhibited superior cost-effectiveness 
due to the decrease in expenses for managing toxicities (56).  
The therapy remains primarily restricted to those who 
are more affluent. Analysis of the United States National 
Cancer Database from 2005–2014 revealed patients had an 
increased likelihood to be treated with proton therapy if 
they were treated at an academic setting (P<0.001) or were 
in the highest median household income quartile (>$63,000, 
P=0.002) (57). Based on this trend, clinicians and health 
care providers need to ensure patients with limited access 
to academic centers and patients from lower economic 
backgrounds will have equitable access to proton therapy to 
bridge the gap in health disparities. Furthermore, clinical 
trial recruitment efforts should prioritize these marginalized 
populations to ensure studies accurately represent patients 
from all backgrounds. Of note, a study comparing work 
outcomes in OPC patients randomized to IMPT or IMRT 
reported increased work and productivity recovery trends, 
suggesting IMPT may have further financial benefits that 
need to be explored (58). 

Future directions

The use of proton therapy for head and neck cancer 
appears to have a promising outlook. As the number of 
proton facilities increases and technological advancements 
increase efficiency, treatment costs will be reduced. With 
radiotherapy becoming less expensive, more patients will 
receive proton therapy, and more clinical research can 
be conducted to evaluate the favorable outcomes further. 
Improvements in automating proton plan adoption and 
on-board imaging will facilitate an efficient system (59). 
Furthermore, a decrease in treatment-related toxicities will 
reduce expenses on managing toxicities.

R a n d o m i z e d  c l i n i c a l  t r i a l s  a r e  n e c e s s a r y  t o 
comprehensively analyze the benefits of using proton 
therapy compared to photon therapy. More specifically, 
trials can directly compare IMPT with other radiation 
delivery methods, such as IMRT. Ongoing trials are 
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investigating optimal dose, delivery method, and patient 
populations that will result in favorable clinical outcomes 
and reduce adverse events to improve QoL (Table 2). 
Evidence from these studies will promote an appropriate 
adoption of proton therapy in treating head and neck 
cancer. While proton therapy becomes widely utilized, 
additional research should explore protons’ interactions with 
immunotherapy (60). Interactions between proton therapy 
and immunotherapy should be investigated to understand 
and potentially enhance the immunologic response to 
cancer cells. Additionally, research on proton therapy’s 
effect on biological mechanisms should be considered. It 
has been reported that the expression of RNA and proteins 
involved in angiogenesis, inflammation, proliferation, 
and anti-tumor immune responses varies in response to 
proton radiation (61,62). These findings may clarify the 
improved clinical outcomes with proton therapy compared 
to photons, and this information can strengthen synergistic 
effects with other treatment modalities, including anti-
angiogenic and anti-immune checkpoint inhibitors (61). 

Evidence from clinical trials may take years to enhance 
standard of care; therefore, models are being developed 
to predict the benefits, risks, and cost-effectiveness in 
selecting proton versus photon radiation (63-65). Normal 
tissue complication probability (NTCP) models have been 
developed to predict the risk of toxicities (66,67). For 
example, one study evaluated the implementation of model-
based selection in treating head and neck cancer with IMPT 
and reported higher IMPT selection rates among patients 
with advanced disease and a significant decrease in organs 
at risk doses compared to VMAT (68). The development 
and improvement in these models will assist in making 
personalized treatment decisions and appropriately select 
patients who will benefit from IMPT over IMRT. 

Conclusions

IMPT offers a dosimetric advantage over IMRT due 
to the Bragg peak phenomenon, where the proton dose 
distribution is maximized at the targeted tumor, sparing 
nearby, healthy tissue. Based on the outcomes and toxicities 
discussed in this review, IMPT is a promising head and 
neck cancer therapy. While there are some challenges to 
implementing IMPT, such as the shifts in localizing the 
Bragg peak due to artifacts or anatomical fluctuations, 
technological advancements will limit these uncertainties 
and allow for broader adoption of the radiotherapy. As 
the number of patients receiving IMPT increases, we can 

further evaluate the favorable clinical outcomes and limited 
toxicities in the chronic setting. As ongoing prospective 
trials will elucidate the acute and long-term benefits, 
clinicians and healthcare providers should use evidence-
based medicine to optimize treatment to improve the health 
and QoL of our head and neck cancer patients.
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